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n early November we made a
response to the Parliamentary
Inquiry into the CAA. Since then
I have been invited to attend the
Transport Committee Inquiry
hearing to be held on 18th January
on behalf of GAA to respond to
questions from the Inquiry
Members. There are to be
four GA representatives
attending “our”
session including
AOPA, British
Business and
General
Aviation
Association
(BBGA) and
the Society
of British
Aerospace
Manufacturers
and the hearing
is to be of only
45 minutes so there
is much to try to
incorporate in responses!
On the same day, but at
earlier times, BAA, Manchester
Airports Group, NATS, Airports
Association, Virgin Atlantic, BA,
Ryanair, Thompsonflights and
British Air Transport Association
(BATA) will also be appearing. 11th
January will have seen the CAA,
British Air Line Pilots Association
(BALPA) and Association of
Licensed Aircraft Engineers
attending.
The rules of the submission
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clearly state “Memoranda submitted
to the Committee should be kept
confidential until published by the
Committee”. However, I can tell
you the thrust of some of the issues
our submission covered:
‡ General Aviation (GA) is not
mentioned in the Civil Aviation
Act 1982. We think there should
be a specific obligation for the
CAA to secure the future of or
otherwise protect GA, which of
course includes many SMEs.
‡ The CAA having no Board
Member with GA experience.
‡ The CAA is acting, in our
view, in a biased way towards
benefiting the airlines as
evidenced in the recent Costs
and Charges review where some
£4m of costs was transferred to
GA. The fact GA pays fuel duty
and VAT totaling £15m p.a. and
the airlines SAVE £800m on fuel
duty and at least £2bn on ticket
sales was ignored. Shouldn’t the
CAA take a “lighter touch” to
regulation of GA and abandon
its simplistic principle of using
so called “cross subsidies” as
the sole factor in determining
charges?
‡ The CAA is seriously over
regulating GA e.g. requirements
for issue of the UK IR is now so
difficult for pilots to achieve that
under 2% have one; we need to
be encouraging pilots to gain
the rating for safety if no other
reason. In the USA some 50%
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ARTICLES
UK parliamentary inquiry
continued from page 1
hold the rating. Medical standards
are another similar problem area.
With the DfT currently considering
the banning of N Reg and other
“foreign” aircraft the position will
worsen. Might the CAA work
towards mutual acceptance of US
and UK aircraft type and pilot
certification? Also EASA now
requires the CAA to accept certain
categories of GA aircraft certified in
other EU States onto the UK register;
this principle should be extended to
all types of GA aircraft (excluding
those in Annex 11).
‡ A healthy GA sector is needed to
enable greater economic activity
thereby securing employment and
opportunities for UK SMEs and
citizens.
‡ We need a “Regulator” of the CAA
for currently there is no appeal
procedure other than by going to
the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administration.
‡ There are currently much welcomed
GA Strategic and Regulatory
Reviews being carried out by the
CAA with us being represented.
Should the CAA be directed to
withdraw their proposed charges
increases until the Reviews are
complete? Any increases proposed
should be subject to a full regulatory
impact assessment and small firms
impact test as we maintain they
should have been in any event.
‡ With EASA increasingly involved in
regulation and certification matters
EC wide it is clear the CAA’s role
is now more of a sub-contractor to
them. Accordingly there should be
a “root and branch” review of their
structure and operations. Do they
really need to operate from such
expensive London office locations?
‡ Could the CAA devolve certification
and other appropriate matters to the
GA industry following the models
already established for several
approved organisations?
By the time you read this article the
meeting will have taken place so we will
provide a further update in due course.
Paul Draper
PS Oral evidence given at the hearing
can now be seen via http://www.
parliament.uk/transcom/
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Pilots’ Talk
Dates for your diary
PPL/IR Europe AGM 6th May 2006

T

he AGM will be on 6th May 2006
at Cambridge and, as always, will be
complemented by interesting guest speakers
and offer the opportunity to catch up with
old friends and make new ones. Some radical
ideas on the evolution of PPL/IR Europe
are expected to be discussed so don’t miss
this meeting. Please see page 5 for a booking
form.

PPL/IR Europe trip to Sicily,
17th - 21st June 2006
We already have about 15 aircraft and 30
people which is about the limit for the
hotel / airfield. However it’s a long time yet
to departure and people’s plans change so
please don’t hesitate to express your interest.
It may even be that the response on this
occasion warrants a second group on a
slightly later date. If you might be willing
to take the lead for a second group let me
know. This would involve minimal work
since all the planning will have been done
and the first group will have discovered any
snags.

14° East, Salzburg – Cape Town
– Salzburg, 14th July – 27th August
The 14 degrees east tour to Africa is on
between July 14th and Aug 27th 2006.
(www.14east.org) It is possible to do
sections of the tour either outbound or
inbound. I am keen to participate and have
paid a partial deposit but I cannot spare the
time for the whole trip. At least two other
members are doing the whole trip. If anyone
wants to discuss any possibility, whether
or not you have an aircraft, please make
contact. One idea is to buy something cheap
but serviceable such as an old Aztec and
simply sell it in South Africa and fly home
commercially. If there was a serious problem
en route it could just be sold for spares. This
is not to imply that the trip is dangerous;
it’s just that finding a suitable aircraft which
the owner will trust to other pilots he or she
does not know is not that easy. (Jim Thorpe,
jim@tredunnock.com)
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Refresher workshops exclusive
to PPL/IR Europe members
A great opportunity to update and enhance
your IFR knowledge and skills, and
particularly suitable for those who have
recently gained their IR. Practical sessions
covering such topics as flight planning,
dealing effectively with ATC and in-flight
problems, CRM aspects (managing the
flight), safety matters, updates and an
opportunity to practice in the latest type of
simulator. Expert advice and guidance from
experienced pilots/instructors, with back-up
support available. Workshops will be held
on the following Saturdays, 1030 to 1600
hours; 4th March 2006, 3rd June 2006, 9th
September 2006 and 2nd December 2006.
The workshop is subject to a minimum
of four confirmed delegates four weeks
in advance (and to a maximum of six
delegates). Cost (including VAT) £150.00
- payable at time of booking. These courses
are run on a ‘not-for-profit’ basis and take
place at Professional Air Training Ltd,
Bournemouth Airport. Arrive by car or air.
For further details and booking: Tel. +44
1202 593366. Fax. +44 1202 574020. Email info@pat.uk.com
These workshops are strongly
recommended for continuation training by
the PPL/IR Europe Executive Committee as
contributing to flight safety.

Sim. discount for PPL/IR
Europe members at Exeter
Simulator Flight Training Limited (part
owned by two PPL/IR Europe members) is
offering a 10% discount off of the standard
training and IR renewal test fees subject to
production of a current membership card
when settling the invoice.
SFT operates a TruFlite Simulator
meeting JAA FNPT requirements featuring
a Garmin GNS 430 and a setup which
can be switched between a BE76 Duchess,
PA28R Arrow or Cessna 172 in minutes. It
can be used for instructor assisted refresher
training or examiner accompanied IR
renewals.
Enquiries or bookings via Airways Flight
Training’s office at Exeter Airport on 01392
364216.
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Airfield notes
We have introduced a new service in IP and
on the website giving information about
airports likely to be of interest to group
members. There is no suggestion that these
notes are comprehensive. They are not
intended in any way as a sole data source
and we aim for the minimum of duplication
of detailed information readily available
elsewhere. However they are written by
pilots with recent experience of how things
work in practice and we hope they will
smooth your arrivals and departures be they
VFR or IFR. We hope that members will
contribute information on airfields they
know so that the resource can grow quickly.
If you visit somewhere and find things have
changed please pass on an update. (Jim
Thorpe)

Exeter (EGTE)
(Updated December 2005 by Nigel Everett)

Be aware of the high ground over Dartmoor
to the West, with an MSA of 3400 ft.
Airway joining waypoints are usually
EXMOR for the northbound and BHD for
the southbound.
Those going East or West at low or
medium level will have to undertake long
legs through uncontrolled airspace before
reaching SAM to the East or somewhere in
North America to the West. Be prepared,
when you first call Solent, to have to
dictate your entire flight plan in spite of
having departed Exeter with a slot time in
accordance with that plan.

Single engined aircraft
Exeter has special rules for singles. Your
notional runway excludes all of the actual
runway to the West of a point about 100 m
West of the intersection. If you should touch
down in or overrun into the ‘forbidden’ area,
your sin may be overlooked but because of
this singular arrangement the ILS glideslope
and the PAPIs for Rwy 08 are unavailable.
You can still fly a localiser only or an NDB
approach in a single to Rwy 08. However,
night landings on this runway are denied
to singles, although in low wind you may
persuade air traffic to let you use Rwy 26.
Another peculiarity of Exeter is that it
officially closes on a Saturday in Winter at
1700 and out of official hours movements
attract a surcharge of substantially more
than £100.

VFR
Be aware of the positions of the VRPs and
of the Exeter to Honiton railway line, as you
may be asked to remain North of the railway
line so as to separate you from the extended
centre line of the runway. You will be told by
air traffic which method of join you are to
employ and it is as well to have this firmly in
your mind and planned out before entering
the circuit. There is a policy of restricting
circuit traffic to three at a time, so you may
be asked to hold before entering the circuit
and/or to orbit within the circuit. The policy
seems to be to give absolute priority to
commercial traffic, leaving GA to fit in to
whatever gaps may appear and this contrasts
with the more accommodating attitude to
GA to be found at, say, Jersey EGJJ or at
busy US airports.

Constant change
Like many other regional airports, Exeter
has seen commercial traffic increase
exponentially in recent years and this brings
with it ever increasing restrictions on GA
use. There are plans in the wind at present
to move all GA across to the North side
and to establish a CTA; training flights
are beginning to become restricted. Flight
guides can quickly become obsolete in these
circumstances and potential visitors are
advised to phone air traffic on 01392 354915
shortly before their planned visit to discover
the latest information, including the amount
of the landing fee.

Alternates
Dunkeswell (VFR only and 839 ft AMSL);
Plymouth

IFR
There are no SIDs or STARs. The airfield
lies almost directly beneath the N864
airway, with a lowest level of FL070 at this
point. You will be controlled for your final
descent by Exeter Radar who will usually be
happy to give you radar vectors to the ILS.
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Dinard (LFRD)
Another recent addition to the Airfield
Notes Forum is Dinard Airport (LFRD).
It is our usual practice to publish details of
each ‘new’ airfield in our magazine before
uploading it to the forum but as the Dinard
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details amount to over 4,300 words it will
only appear on the web site - http://www.
pplir.org/newforum.cfm (passworded to
PPL/IR Europe members only).
This now features:- Southampton
(EGHI), Malaga (LEMG), Dinard
(LFRD), Exeter (EGTE), Jersey (EGJJ),
Biggin Hill (EGKB), Bournemouth
(EGHH), Cannes Mandelieu (LFMD),
Elstree (EGTR) and Gloucester (EGBJ).

DfT forum on EASA matters
PPL/IR Europe is now a member of this
Forum and I attended our first meeting on
1st December (we are already members of
the UK Department for Transport’s Single
European Sky (DfT SES) Forum).
Matters discussed included industry’s
concerns over EASA’s ‘lack of customer
focus’ and its excessive costs for approvals
plus the extended delays in obtaining them.
As an example one of British Airways’
aircraft was grounded for 11 days for lack of
a piece of paper approval from EASA!
It may be these are all transitional
problems for EASA has some 180 of a total
staffing level of 200 but they consider they
need 230 to deal with their workload. They
are some €13m in deficit and their charges
are to increase from €99 per hour to €140
(and wish it was €160) but note that the
CAA, acting as subcontractor to them,
charges €216 per hour! There is a major
flaw in the current method of dealing with
modifications in that an application has to
be made to EASA, they have to ask CAA
for their estimate of costs to approve, that
is all then sent to the applicant who has to
accept and make payment before any work
is started on the approval; more stages and
costs than used to apply.
This is all affecting GA and the major
operators such as Rolls Royce and Airbus
plus the airlines. Pressure is mounting for
something to be done and EASA is aware.
There is to be a review of its operations
in 2006 and they may well appoint
independent directors which would be a
good move.
Mike Smethers who is currently head
of International Aviation and Safety at
DfT is moving to the CAA as Director of
European Strategy and his main area of
work will be on EASA. He will continue
to be the UK’s representative on the EASA
Management Board and involved with the
Forum.
New to hit us is the EC’s proposal
to extend EASA’s remit to cover Flight
Ops and Licensing plus issues on foreign
registered aircraft.
P4►
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Pilots’ Talk
continued from page 3
More details of the draft at: http://
europa.eu.int/comm/transport/air/safety/
doc/2005_11_16/com_2005_0578_en.pdf
(or via - http://europa.eu.int/comm/
transport/air/safety/agency_mission_
en.htm - shorter!) and we shall be looking at
this in PPL/IR Europe as will the Forum at
its next meeting in early March 2006. (Paul
Draper)

• 8.33kHz frequency spacing
It was agreed there is a clear need for cooperation and this could best be done by
the working group being formally set up to
do so. Accordingly a report will now be fed
back to EAS on that basis and other States
invited to nominate representatives to join
the working group. We have been told EASA
wants to hear from us on matters in debate
so watch this space for more news of progress
on common issues in future! (Paul Draper)

EAS “Powered Flight”
meeting

General aviation CDTI
system demonstrated in Oz

As PPL/IR Europe is a member of Europe
Air Sports (EAS) I was invited to attend an
initial meeting with various other EU State
members to discuss the possibility of starting
a working group to monitor and deal with
matters arising within States affecting all
powered flight issues dealt with by EASA.
The meeting was held in Hannover on
November 11th/12th hosted by the German
aero club and delegates from some nine
States attended.
It seems we have much the same problems
facing us all. Rudi Schuegraf of EAS
explained its general setup, its organisation
structure, the working parties, unions and
other active bodies of the organisation.
He then went on to paint a picture of the
European legislative framework consisting
of various EC Regulations and focusing
on 2042 Annex III, Part 66, Continuing
Airworthiness; on Annex II, Excluded
Aircraft and on licensing issues around
ICAO, JAR-FCL and national licences.
After that he explained the Eurocontrol
Single Sky Initiative along with the
Transponder Mode S requirements, enroute
charges for private IFR traffic, airspace usage
fees for private VFR users and the 8.33kHz
frequency regime.
Language proficiency (English) was
another issues that certainly will impact
Sports and recreational aviators in the mid
term future in many States.
All delegates then gave presentations on
matters currently affecting GA in their
States. There are many common issues
including:
• Airport security measures imposed on
GA/Sports and recreational aircraft
• Modular national licensing scheme leading to JAR licences
• Airspace and airway usage fees along with
the introduction of Mode S transponder
requirements
• Transponder requirements for GA/SRA
in general when using uncontrolled
airspace,

Australia’s first flights to demonstrate
ADS-B derived Cockpit Display of Traffic
Information (CDTI) were conducted in late
July, 2005. A CDTI 2000 multi-function
cockpit display system was installed in a BE58 Baron based at Moorabbin, Victoria.
The CDTI 2000 provides a graphic
depiction of the position, altitude and speed
of other ADS-B equipped aircraft in the
area. The display can also provide navigation
information for the pilot. The demonstration
flights were carried out near Melbourne in
company with an ADS-B equipped BE36 Bonanza and clearly demonstrated the
potential benefits of air to air surveillance.
See the full story and short video at www.
airservicesaustralia.com/adsb
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Cockpit display shows VH-PMP and Jetstar
259 relative to the CDTI equipped Baron

Changes to UK met forecast
charts
Following a consultative letter in January
2005, the Met Authority proposed to
introduce new UK and European aviation
low level meteorological forecast charts. The
new charts address legibility issues with the
current low level forecast charts and use
colour without degrading the quality of the
product to those users receiving the charts
via fax or mono printers.
As a result of the consultation, the
following changes to the original proposal
have been made:
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• An outlook surface chart will be issued
at the same time as the low level significant weather chart and available on the
web site immediately below the forecast
chart, valid one hour after the end of the
forecast period of the chart.
• New issue of wind and temperature
charts will be issued at the same time as
the significant weather charts.
• Forecasters have been provided with clear
guidelines on when a zero deg C isotherm
level change is required to be included on
the forecast chart.
• Charts can be easily printed from the
Internet without the need to change
printer settings.
Full details of all the charts and further
chart examples can be obtained from the
following address: http://www.metoffice.
gov.uk/aviation/news/. Any requests for a
password should be ignored (cancelled).
The new charts will be implemented
on Tuesday 14th March 2006. Further
information on the new charts will be
provided in GET MET and in an AIC, due
for publication early in the New Year.

Channel names dropped
– sense prevails
Many years ago when I used to write
Eurostuff and was prone to bouts of severe
sarcasm, I drew attention to Eurocontrol’s
Airspace and Navigation Team (ANT)
activities when, at their October 2002
meeting, they discussed such nuggets as the
Radio Channel Naming Convention. This
was the proposal to “…investigate a possible
solution for the reported confusions introduced
by the phraseology related to 8.33KHz
channel spacing. The investigation consisted,
as tasked by the ANT, both to identify an
appropriate solution within the bounds of the
existing system and to assess a possible new
labelling scheme. Although considered by the
APDSG/30 an appropriate radio channel
naming convention, concerns were expressed
with respect to a possible implementation
taking into account that a retrofit activity
would be required. Therefore the APDSG
Secretariat was tasked to develop a road map.”
Unable to contain myself, I commented:
“Now call me old fashioned but if they want
to get on with this misguided plan to name
frequencies (where 128.15 becomes ‘Frequency
Eric’ or some such thing) because we pilots
find 128.15 confusing; shouldn’t they be
concentrating on that and not go around
developing road maps when they are freely
available at filling stations.”
So, I was very pleased to read in GASIL
that with effect from 1st May 2006 the
P8►
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LEVEL BU ST S S U R VE Y

PPL/IR Europe in association with NATS
s shown on the front cover, this issue of Instrument Pilot
them to NATSDVD@pplir.org or alternatively, use the poll on the
comes with a free DVD - ‘Level Best 2’. Unfortunately due to
members’ only forum at http://www.pplir.org/pplir/. All replies are
distribution cost restraints we are only able to issue the free DVD to
confidential and your personal details will not be disclosed under
subscribing members.
any circumstances. Please make an effort to get us a good response
If you receive a complimentary copy of Instrument Pilot and
to this to demonstrate to NATS that our numerous IR pilots are
would like to obtain your own personal free copy of the DVD go to
actively concerned with flight safety.
http://www.levelbust.com/ where further details are provided.
Best regards
If you are a member of PPL/IR Europe but receive your copy of
the magazine online, you will receive the DVD by separate post.
After you have watched the Level Best 2 DVD, we would be
Editor - PPL/IR Europe’s Instrument Pilot
grateful if you would answer the following questions and email
In the past 12 months have you been involved in a level bust, either as a pilot or passenger, caused by:

A

David Bruford

1.

Correct readback by a pilot followed by an incorrect action?

6.

Do you always write down clearances?

2.

Aircrew failing to follow a SID?

7.

3.

Incorrect readback by a pilot that has not been detected by
ATC?

In the first example, ‘Incident 1’ did you clearly understand
how the level bust occurred?

8.

A pilot taking instruction addressed to another aircraft and
not being detected by ATC?

In the example of ‘Incident 2’ did you clearly understand
how the level bust occurred?

9.

Will the examples help you avoid similar mistakes?

10.

Do you feel, after watching the DVD, that the likelihood
of you committing a level bust has significantly
reduced?

4.
5.

Aircrew failing to change altitude setting when
transitioning to or from altitude or flight level?

SCHEDULE

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Up to 10:30 Arrivals at Cambridge Airport
10:30
Tea/Coffee
11:00
Introduction
Paul Draper, Chairman PPL/IR Europe
11:15
Europe Air Sports and EASA
Sir John Allison, Europe Air Sports
12:30
Buffet Lunch
13:45
GPS approach trials at UK airports
Adam Whitehead, UK CAA
15:00
Tea/Coffee
15:15
PPL/IR Europe AGM
Paul Draper, Chairman PPL/IR Europe
16:30
Departures

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND
SATURDAY 6th MAY 2006

T

his year’s AGM will be held at Cambridge where Marshalls have
kindly agreed to provide facilities. We expect to have discounted
landing fees available and a special parking area for those arriving by air.
For those arriving by car Cambridge is easily accessible from the M11.
Full joining arrangements will be sent to those hoping to attend.
We are pleased to have secured two prestigious speakers for this
year’s event, Sir John Allison, President of Europe Air Sports and Adam
Whitehead, Staff Flight Examiner from the CAA. Sir John will speak
about Europe Air Sports representation in Europe and in particular
at EASA and Adam will talk about the new GPS approaches being
trialled in the UK (which could be active by the time of our meeting).
PPL/IR Europe is increasingly being involved in representing its
members in Europe and is gaining much respect with the aviation
authorities. This recognition is increasing your Committee’s work load
and we need your support to continue our work. Please come along to
the AGM, listen to the speakers, hear what your committee is doing for
you and give us your support.
If you are able to come please complete the attached booking form
and return it to your Meetings Secretary, Ian Chandler, at meetings@
pplir.org, or fax to +44 1702 35 44 88. I look forward to seeing you on
the 6th May.
Should anyone wish to stay overnight after the meeting there are
plenty of hotels in Cambridge and if you would like assistance
I will provide a list of hotels in the area.
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Booking Details:
I hope to attend the meeting at Cambridge on 6th May 2006.
Name:
..............................
Tel: number:
..............................
Email address:
..............................
Arriving by Air/Car?:
..............................
If arriving by air:
Aircraft registration:
Aircraft type:
Arriving from:
Departing to (if different):
ETA (date & time):
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..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
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IFR flying in Europe
Part 3 of a 3 part in depth summary
By Peter Holy

Data when on the move

“

Portable
data
access is
highly
desirable. It
can be
achieved
with
any
laptop
computer by
plugging
in a
GPRS
data
card

,,

W

hen I started JAA PPL training
in 2000, the instructor pinned
a local FIR NOTAM printout on
the notice board, and that was the
full extent of NOTAM “training”
within the PPL. It’s useless for going
anywhere. The UKMO Forms
214/215 were pinned next to the
NOTAM and that was the full extent
of “getting weather”; only marginally
less useless than the NOTAMs if
going any distance. Flight plans would
be filed using a dedicated terminal
(a PC hacked so it could not be used
for anything else) at the tower, and if
you typed in something stupid, a red
phone next to the PC would ring and
ask you to clarify.
This is still how a lot of people
fly, but it’s no good for going places
- whether VFR or IFR. One cannot
check out of the hotel, travel to the
airport with all bags packed, and then
mess about trying to get weather, file
the flight plan, etc. Especially as the
best time to fly, weather-wise, tends
to be early in the morning. A lot of
airports do have the services but they
can be hard to find, hard to use, or
they can be in the main passenger
terminal which could be miles away
from the GA facility. Or it could be
a dedicated machine which happens
to be broken. In Switzerland, I found
the dedicated machines are seemingly
everywhere and of course nothing
in Switzerland is ever broken!! I just
couldn’t work out how to use them...
So portable data access is highly

desirable. It can be easily enough
achieved with any laptop computer,
by plugging in a GPRS data card.
One can buy such cards below £100,
especially on eBay, and they are
available badged with e.g. Vodafone
(PAYG SIM card included) and
bundled with simple to install
software. Just click on a CONNECT
button and you have a standard
internet connection. It works just
about anywhere in Europe where there
is GSM (mobile phone) reception.
Occasionally one has to manually
select a different network. The speed
compares with a cheap dial-up modem
and the charging is per kilobyte so
it’s OK to stare at an MSLP chart
on a web page for an hour... GPRS
is not cheap but even at £10/MB a
comprehensive preflight briefing, with
MSLP and other charts, and FP filing,
can be done for say £3.

Fax
Most GPRS cards will also do FAX,
using an application such as Winfax.
The ability to send a fax is occasionally
handy but is particularly necessary
when flying between the UK and
Europe for advising UK Immigration,
Police and Customs of the flight and
passenger details. These outfits do not
have websites and only one can use
email. However, there are commercial
services (fax to email gateways) which
will convert an email to a fax.
If the laptop has WIFI (also
known as 802.11) then one can get
broadband-speed internet when

Peter Holy has a JAA PPL (2001),
night (2001), IMC rating (2002),
standalone FAA PPL (2004). His
FAA IR is nearing completion. He
has 500 hrs total time and 400 hrs
on type in 3 years of which about
20% is IFR. He flies a 2002 TB20
N113AC. His most adventurous
trip to date was Crete in 2004.
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within the range of a public WIFI
access point. These can be plentiful
in cities; many are available without
the owner realising it. On a 10-mile
drive through a nearby town, I detect
about 85 of them, of which about 50
are insecure (open) and I bet none of
them intentionally so. Cafes often have
public WIFI; hotels likewise but they
usually charge a lot for it. But finding
an open WIFI access point can be
impossible right when one needs it, so
I generally stick to GPRS which works
practically everywhere.
I have had to play around fairly
extensively with this stuff for nonaviation reasons, and dedicated
gadget fans with plenty of time and
patience can achieve mobile internet
in a multitude of ways. One can set
up a laptop or a tablet PC with WIFI,
GPRS, 3G (in short, broadband-speed
GPRS but coverage is currently very
patchy), and all imaginable flight
planning software. One also can do it
all (except any decent flight planning
software) with a high-end PDA (a
pocket-sized device running a version
of Windows even more flimsy than
the standard version). It’s even possible
to do voice (telephone calls) over an
internet connection, at rates way below
that of a roaming GSM mobile call,
but GPRS wouldn’t be fast enough.

Tablet PC
A tablet PC can do it all, plus be usable
as a GPS-driven moving map during
the flight, and that is really nice
because one can see one’s position over

Peter was born in Prague 1957 and
emigrated to the in UK 1969. He
has a BSc Electronics and operates
his own business in industrial
data communications. His hobbies
are flying to interesting places,
windsurfing, walking, biking,
electronics / science / technology.
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The Socata
Trinidad
makes
an ideal
instrument
platform
for the
private
pilot

the planned route without any duplication
of the data entry. Tablet PCs are driven
by vertical market requirements (medical,
military) and it’s a fast changing scene; I’ve
been using an IX104 (www.xploretech.com)
fitted with WIFI, GPRS and Bluetooth,
the latter for a connection to a remote GPS
receiver with a rooftop antenna. The final
link - route transfer from a PC-based flight
planning program to a panel-mounted IFR
GPS - is unfortunately missing and while
technically it would be easy there is no legal
way to do it.
There are ways to get short amounts of
data; TAFs and METARs, on any mobile
phone using SMS. A number of commercial
outfits offer this. I have played with this
in a very limited way, and found the data
unreliable.

Flying
This involves the following:
a) Getting an IFR FP accepted by the
system. It has to be filed 3 hours before
the flight planned departure time.
b) Getting an IFR departure clearance while
still on the ground. This will give the
current SID in use, so you need to have
all the possible (or likely, given the departure runway/direction) SIDs to hand and
it pays to have looked at them beforehand. I have noticed that UK ATC,
presumably trying to be helpful to IMC
rated pilots who have not been taught
SIDs or STARs, might give detailed
departure instructions which turn out
to be the description of a published SID.
This seems a little odd if the FP runs
straight into Class A into which he can’t
go anyway.
c) Departing on the SID. One isn’t likely to
fly much of the SID because the first unit
you talk to after departure will be a radar

unit who will probably give you vectors
very early on. At this point you are under
radar control and will remain so for the
entire route. If departing from an airfield
which doesn’t have a SID (of which all
will be outside controlled airspace) one
can either obtain the clearance while
airborne (before entering CAS), or obtain
it from the tower if the airfield has full
ATC.
If the airfield does not have an instrument departure, you should file a Z
(VFR to IFR) flight plan. However, it’s
better to file a fully IFR FP (“I”) because
that gets you into the airways system
faster, even though parts of such a flight
will be obviously technically VFR. It’s the
same if flying into such an airfield. In the
UK, one has the bizarre and wonderful
option of departing from any old grass
strip in Class G and once airborne calling
oneself “IFR”; a plain PPL can do that
too so long as he remains outside of CAS
and in VMC.

Update on cloud tops data, mentioned in the last instalment
‘IFR flying in Europe’
It is possible to obtain cloud tops
data, in both actual and forecast form.
Actual data can be obtained from e.g. the
Wyoming site mentioned earlier, from
the balloon ascents. These are obviously
accurate but are generated only at 0000Z
and 1200Z. Forecast data can again be
obtained from GFS: the clearest one I
have found is http://pages.unibas.ch/geo/
mcr/3d/meteo/ which under Animated
Soundings offers a forecast which (from
the temperature / dew point spread)
clearly shows the vertical cloud profile.
However, often flight in IMC cannot
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be avoided, so where will the worst icing
conditions be? This very interesting site
http://ows.public.sembach.af.mil/ under
Flight Hazards / Icing shows an icing map
of Europe. This is similar to the icing
areas shown on the SigWX form but is
more detailed and one can play with the
timing.
All this needs to be taken with a pinch
of salt but it does show that the data that
is available to a pilot with internet access
goes way beyond anything available from
‘official’ briefing sources, and it should be
accurate enough if done close to the flight.
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d) Fly the route. ATC will give you DCT
clearances most of the way (vectors in
busy areas) so one rarely flies the exact
flight planned route.
e) Arriving on a STAR. ATC will give you
the current STAR, shortly before the first
waypoint of the STAR is reached. So
you need to have all the possible STARs
to hand at this point and it’s desirable to
have studied them beforehand. (Obviously, if arriving from the South then
one is unlikely to be given any of the
STARs that connect from the North,
etc). One isn’t likely to fly much of the
STAR because at that point you are still
under radar control and they will give
you vectors but one cannot bank on this!
If the destination is in CAS then you
might fly an instrument approach; this
could well be a radar vectored ILS with
vectors either from the last radar control
unit or from the airfield’s radar unit if it
has one. If the destination is outside CAS
then they will drop you out of CAS at
some point and you can proceed VFR. In
the UK you can remain IFR at this point,
under own navigation and (if you can get
it) with a radar service from elsewhere.
One is likely to spend most of one’s time at
FL100-FL120 if that is what was filed. One
can then ask for a descent to say FL080 (if
above the MEA) if the temperature is below
0˚C and there is IMC ahead, or perhaps a
climb to FL120 instead. One can ask for
a heading change “due to weather”; ATC
expect you to revert, as soon as possible, to
a DCT to the previously cleared waypoint
(rather than re-intercept the pre-diversion
track). An aircraft which can do FL150
(most decent tourers can, with oxygen) is
very useful as this will get you above the
clouds for much of the year.
P 20 ►
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Pilots’ Talk
continued from page 4
silliness of channel naming will be dropped
in the UK and that other European states
may do it sooner, unfortunately they still
persist in claiming that the change is part
of their ever evolving road map. (David
Bruford)

ICAO aircraft type
designators database on-line
The December GASIL had an interesting
link - http://www.icao.int/anb/ais/8643/
index.cfm. It enables you to search for
ICAO aircraft type designators for use on
flight plans. However, I found that the
use of a wildcard ‘*’ was required until you
worked out how their database worked.
(A.T.)

Notam structure set to change
This winter the Aeronautical Information
Service (AIS) is making changes to the
structure of all pre-flight information
bulletin (PIB) produced on their website
www.ais.org.uk. In response to requests
from the GA Community to make Notices
To Airmen (NOTAM) more comprehensive,
and following a subsequent recommendation
from the CAA, all NOTAMs within a
brief will now contain an additional line of
text. This text is called the NOTAM Code
or ‘Q Line’ and contains a comprehensive
description of information contained within
the NOTAM.
The Q Line follows a set format providing
specific information on Flight Information
Region (FIR), subject and status, qualifiers,
vertical limits and area of influence. For
example, without Q Line:
B) 05/09/01 11:00 UTC
C) 05/09/01 14:00 COM (B1672/05)
E) SAINT ABBS VOR SAB 112.50 U/S
With Q Line:
Q) EGPX / QNVAS / IV / BO / E / 000 /
999 / 5554N00212W025
B) 05/09/01 11:00 UTC
C) 05/09/01 14:00 COM (B1672/05)
E) SAINT ABBS VOR SAB 112.50 U/S
The above example shows the Q Line
appearing at the top of the NOTAM for
an unserviceable VOR. The Q Line of text
and numbers provides details on the area
affected EGPX (Scottish FIR), the subject
and condition QNVAS (NV standing
for VOR and AS for Unserviceable). The
next two letters IV mean both IFR and
VFR traffic are affected. BO denotes the
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NOTAM purpose, e.g. for flight operations,
E describes the scope of the NOTAM e.g.
En-route, Aerodrome,. Nav warning etc.
The two sets of 3-digit numbers show the
upper and lower limits of the area affected
(in this case surface 000 and unlimited 999),
and the final code provides the location of
the subject.
While this will mean more codes to
decipher for the pilot, the list of new
abbreviations is relatively short and the
added information should help considerably
in making NOTAM more understandable.
All decodes are available on the AIS website,
but the key NOTAM Selection Criteria
(NSC) decodes for the ‘Q’ line are:
Traffic:
I
IFR
V
VFR
Purpose:
N
NOTAM selected for immediate
attention of aircraft operators
B
NOTAM selected for PIB entry
O
NOTAM concerning flight
operations
M
Miscellaneous NOTAM
Scope:
A
Aerodrome
E
En route
W
Navigation warning.
Depending on the NOTAM subject,
all the fields may contain a combination
of qualifiers. As well as NOTAMs, the
AIS website offers free information in the
Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP)
offering static information, updated every
28 days, containing details of lasting (and
permanent) subject matter essential to air
navigation. UK AIP supplements (SUPs)
advising of temporary changes to the AIP
and Aeronautical Information Circulars
(AIC) relating to safety, navigation,
technical, administrative and legal matters
are also available on the AIS website. (Flight
Training News)

New European health
insurance card
UK residents can now apply for the new
European Health Insurance Card online at
https://www.ehic.org.uk/InternetPROD/
home.do.
The EHIC has replaced the old E111.
From 1st January 2006, E111s are no longer
valid.
Even if you have a specific trip or annual
travel insurance it is advisable to carry an
EHIC card as, in common law, you are
legally required to mitigate any loses (i.e.
take all steps to keep costs down in any
insurance claim) so an insurer could put
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forward an argument that they don’t have to
pay a claim in full if you haven’t done this.
Additionally, some insurers will waive the
medical excess charge if an EHIC card has
been used to obtain treatment.
The on-line application take just a few
minutes, the card is free and arrives in the
post a few days later. As well as your name
and address you will need your National
Insurance Number (and for partner/
dependent children providing they are under
18).
Non-UK residents should check their
own countries health system for a similar
application system.

Airspace
The EU has adopted a Regulation (2004)
establishing the Single European Sky (SES),
which in turn mandates Eurocontrol to
study, design, and implement airspace
modalities. The main issues are the
simplification of airspace structure and
flight levels for controlled airspace. FL Zulu
is for the time being frozen to national
standards. Airspace structure will be put to
consultation in a Workshop on 1st February
2006 for GA users.
The continuing Mode S and 8.33KHz
channel spacing issues are closely
monitored by our experts. Mode S
technology transponders need to replace
the current Mode A/C in 2008. Low power
transponders for non-generator aircraft will
be studied. Vertical expansion of 8.33KHz
equipment is being evaluated. 8.33KHz
versions are recommended when radio
equipment is renewed or purchased. The
draft of the regulation for charging air
navigation services allows exemption of VFR
traffic by national providers, to be monitored
at national level! (Europe Air Sports)

8.33KHz to be implemented
above FL195
Brussels, Belgium – European States are
publishing Aeronautical Information
Circulars advising that the carriage of
8.33KHz radio equipment above flight
level 195 in the ICAO EUR Region will
be effective as of 15th March 2007. The
implementation of 8.33KHz channel spacing
above FL195 represents the next phase
of the Eurocontrol 8.33KHz Expansion
Programme, which began in October 1999
with the implementation of 8.33KHz above
FL245. Eurocontrol is now reviewing the
need for 8.33KHz implementation below
FL195, taking into account the long-term
demand for VHF assignments. A decision
on this is expected during 2006.
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EASA ready to take on new
responsibilities
Patrick Goudou, Executive Director of
the European Aviation Safety Agency, has
welcomed the Commission’s proposal to
extend the Agency’s regulatory powers to
air operations, flight crew licensing and
oversight of third-country airlines.
Speaking at a meeting with aviation
industry representatives in Cologne on
Thursday, Goudou said “We are already
the sole competent authority for typecertification. With the proposed legislation,
there will be one set of rules for all operators
and crews based in Europe. While the
Agency will be responsible for setting the
rules and making sure they are applied to the
same standards across the EU, the national
aviation authorities will continue to issue
licences for pilots and operators.”
The Executive Director also outlined
the Agency’s future regulatory powers over
non-EU airlines: “Operators from non-EU
countries providing services in Europe will
have to meet the same safety standards
as European operators. It will be our job
to certify they comply with the essential
requirements of operating aircraft in the
EU.”
Emphasising the need for dialogue with
the industry, Goudou added: “We want to
intensify our discussions with industry to
better explain what we are doing and where
we are going. Industry meetings will take
place on a regular basis. Moreover, working
groups on specific technical issues will offer
industry the opportunity to bring practical
expertise into the regulatory process.”
Some 200 industry experts from Europe
and beyond attended the Industry Meeting
at the Agency’s Cologne headquarters on
Thursday. A link to questions and answers
presented at the meeting will be published
on the Agency’s website shortly. The
proposal for an amendment of Regulation
1592/2002, adopted by the Commission
in November, is likely to enter into force
in 2007. It can be downloaded at: http://
europa.eu.int/comm/transport/air/safety/
doc/2005_11_16/com_2005_0579_en.pdf

Glass cockpits illusion
of safety shattered
I’ve always been a great fan of glass cockpits
because they have so many fail-safes built
in that they can never fully fail like... in the
case of the Airbus A319-131 as described in
the following AAIB Bulletin. If it can fail in
an A319 it can certainly go U/S in a Cirrus
or C172.
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Glass cockpit on Airbus A319-114, photo courtesy of Dieter Spiess gen. Bongard

History of the A319 flight
The aircraft departed London Heathrow at
1918 hrs on a scheduled flight to Budapest.
At 1926 hrs, as it approached FL200 in
clear weather conditions, the crew reported
that there was an audible ‘clunk’ and the
flight deck became dark with a number of
electrical systems and flight information
displays were lost. The crew reported the
following symptoms:
• Loss of the Captain’s and the First Officer’s Primary Flight Displays, Navigation
Displays and the Upper ECAM display,
leaving only the lower ECAM display
available
• Loss of the Autopilot, with an associated
aural Master Warning tone
• Loss of Autothrust, with an associated
aural Master Caution tone
• Loss of intercom
Loss of most flight deck lighting including all integral lights on glare shield,
overhead and pedestal panels.
The commander, who was the Pilot Flying
(PF), took manual control and maintained
the aircraft attitude by reference to the
external night horizon, the stand-by horizon
and those other stand-by instruments that
he was able to see. (It is probable that the
electrically driven stand-by horizon was not
powered or lighted, however according to
the flight manual it does remain useable for
five minutes.) The commander transmitted
a ‘MAYDAY’ call on VHF No 1, however
this was not received by Air Traffic Control
because the radio was no longer powered.
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The First Officer carried out the ECAM
actions. The primary flight instruments
and most other systems were restored after
selection of the ‘AC ESS FEED’ push button
switch, in accordance with the ECAM
procedure. The aircraft was in the degraded
condition for a period of about two minutes.
Communication with ATC was regained
and the crew requested, and was allocated,
a holding pattern while they reviewed the
status of the aircraft. The crew reported that,
following completion of the ECAM actions,
a number of systems remained inoperative
including the No 1 Transformer Rectifier
unit and the Captain’s windshield and
window heat. The aircraft was in the hold
for some 40 minutes following which the
flight was continued to Budapest where the
First Officer performed the landing. During
the landing roll the flight crew noted a No 1
thrust reverser amber caution.
After landing all the remaining affected
systems were successfully reset by a
maintenance engineer and the aircraft
continued in operation for six days with no
further electrical failures reported.

Subsequent action
The circumstances of this incident came
to the attention of the AAIB through the
UK Mandatory Occurrence Reporting
(MOR) Scheme. The aircraft was then
taken out of service for investigation under
AAIB supervision. Troubleshooting actions
included integrity checks of the electrical
P 18 ►
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TBMs to Timbuktu
Part one of a two-part adventure
by Ray Anderson

I

n September last year, I joined up with
five other TBM700s to take part in
a humanitarian mission and cultural
adventure to deliver much-needed medicine
to the villages near Bamako, Mali in West
Africa on our way to Timbuktu, Mali.
Medicine for Mali is a non-profit, nonaligned, tax-exempt organization dedicated
to bringing medical services, clean water,
improved educational opportunities,
economic development and the promotion
of sustainable agriculture to the people of
Mali. Annually a team of a dozen or more
members makes the trip from the USA to
Mali via commercial airlines, carrying all
the medicine they can fit into their baggage.
They spend two to four weeks in the villages
surrounding Bamako, the capital city. They
must carry their medicine and supplies
rather than shipping them, because shipping
of goods cannot be relied upon and is
extremely costly.
My part of the 2005 mission was to collect
medicines that were provided by MAP
International in Amsterdam (www.map.org).
Apparently the medicines would be worth
several hundred thousand dollars in Mali.
The other TBMs also carried supplies and
were coming from various parts of the USA
and Canada; via the Greenland and Iceland
route and we were all meeting en route at the
TBM factory in Tarbes where EADS Socata
wanted to host us for a dinner.
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Loading the TBM
I had Airtouring at Biggin Hill remove
the two middle seats in the TBM, like
most of the other owners, to increase space
and load for the mission. Despite various
computations and counting floor tiles in
my kitchen, I was still slightly concerned
about the space that might be needed by
the 12 boxes of medicines – including one
of “dangerous compressed oxygen” (which
turned out to be several hundred Ventolin
inhalers).

morning. Fortunately, after the short hop
from Cambridge to Schiphol, we were met
by the always very efficient KLM handling
who helped us load the boxes and after 57
minutes on the ground we were back in the
air on a two hour flight down to Tarbes
– well ahead of schedule. We managed to get
airborne before the “General Aviation ban”
that started around 11 am – and better still
without having to leave anything behind.
We were sent direct to Agen, Tarbes
VORs and the ILS for Tarbes with a
wonderful view of the Pyrenees. It was
slightly hazy and wonderfully calm and
warm. We taxied into the Socata ramp and
were met by four of the other TBM crews
and a group of Socata folks. We exchanged
stories for a while, and made some changes
to the internal packing of the plane to make
room for more cargo. We hopped on board
a bus arranged by Socata for our 40 minute
trip to Hotel Parc Beaumont in Pau, about

A tight squeeze, even before
loading 100kg of school
equipment and books!
It was therefore with some trepidation
that my father – a retired airbus captain
– and I set off from Cambridge on a Friday
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Loading up at Schiphol
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a year old and very nice. We celebrated our
‘tough’ mission with a beer and then headed
into town to a local brasserie for some local
fare.
The next day four of us went shopping
for dense cargo to fill the remaining 100kg
of payload we had in my plane. On our
list were children’s books, solar calculators,
rulers, protractor sets and laminated world
maps, all obtained at local stores with
generous discounts.

All TBM crews meet up for
a photo shoot at the EADS
Socata factory at Tarbes
That night we were joined by the sixth
aircraft and were treated to a dinner and a
Euro 5,000 donation to Medicines for Mali
by Socata. We met at 6 pm to discuss the
next flights to Spain and Gran Canaria.
So far, the weather had been superb and
everything had gone as planned, thanks to
the preparation and organisational efforts
of Canadian pilots Tom and Mel who had
planned the mission meticulously.

Call signs
We had an early breakfast and returned
to Tarbes early on Sunday morning with
flight plans filed for 20 minute intervals.
The weather was light rain and mist – about
800m visibility, so we were unable to see the
aircraft ahead taking off. Strangely, we did
not have slots, and we ended up being able to
depart at five minute intervals for Jerez – our
refuelling stop on the way to Grand Canaria.
For use on the air-to-air frequency 123.45 we
all had call signs: Mine was TIMBUK SIX
with TIMBUK TWO reserved for Mel and
Tom’s plane. I set off fourth, and together
with eavesdropping on the radio and TCAS,
which has a 30 mile range, we could get a
good idea of where the other aircraft were
ahead and behind.
Due to a judicious request for a direct
routing to SVL while passing FL200
climbing westward out of Tarbes, I ended
up getting ahead of the plane that left before
us, but which went more towards Biarritz.
Also, when 20 miles from Jerez, descending
through FL100 I was allowed to cancel IFR

and make a lovely long high speed straight
in approach which enabled me to land
second – the plane ahead having been put
into a hold over the airport at 6000ft while
an MD-80 from Spanair came in from the
east. The flight was the just less than two
hours, fuelling was fast and efficient, even
with six aircraft to fill. We even got treated
as commercial – avoiding the heavy Spanish
taxes on Jet A1 – 470 litres for Euro 350
including a bowser fee, which was not too
bad. We found our way over to the flight
briefing office, which was hard to find, but
fortunately right near a restaurant that sold
excellent Bocadillos. We filed our flight plans
for 45 minutes after paying our landing fees
– which were about Euro 30 – and walked
back to our planes. Two crews decided to stay
for a longer lunch, but the others were off,
and without slots we were airborne ahead of
time with ten minute spacing.

Gran Canaria
The run down to Gran Canaria was a
smooth one with some great views of
Cadiz harbour and the island of Lanzarote.
Handover from Seville Control was to
Casablanca, who then handed us to
Canaries. We picked up the weather from
TIMBUK THREE ahead of us and
dutifully relayed it on the air to air back to
TIMBUK FOUR behind. In the distance
we could see the top of Tenerife poking out
above the cloud layers over the island. We
started getting vectors and speed instructions
quite a long way out from Tenerife following
a TERTO 3C arrival. The wind was straight
down runway 03L but 32kts gusting to 45
and as we dropped down to about 4000ft
the ride got a little bumpy. We could see the
runways so we asked for and received a visual
approach, which turned out to be pretty
exciting – with quite a bit of wind-shear at
around 100ft.

Finals for Grand Canaria
There is always a debate among TBMers
about whether to use full flap or take off
flap in such conditions. The book and the
factory say full flap always – just add the
gust factor– better visibility, lower speed,

common procedures etc. but half flap does
seem popular with some pilots because
the go-around seems more comfortable.
Anyhow, I follow the book – just to make life
simpler. We could see big wind generators
spinning not too far from the runway – so
wind is probably pretty common there!
We had handling at Grand Canaria
– which at well over Euro 100 was the most
expensive of the trip, but it was probably
worth it – given the size of the airport and
the number of planes needing parking,
chocking, and refuelling. Initially one of the
planes was marshalled to park tail to wind so
we had to pull it by hand to face into wind
– which by then seemed to have picked up
even more. With these two relatively simple
short flights over, taking just over four and
a half hours we took taxis to our hotel and a
tapas bar.

Routing to Mali:
blue = outbound, red = return

One of the problems with visiting Mali is
the risk from disease. We had the relevant
Typhus, Cholera, Yellow Fever, e-Coli etc
jabs and drinks, but we had to remember
to take our daily anti-malarial (Malarone)
starting today, and also we had decided not
to drink local water, and avoid risky food,
so we loaded up with twelve large bottles of
water and some tins of cocktail sausages and
tuna – just in case!
The main part of the pre-flight group
briefing that evening revolved around the
weather in Mali – which seemed tricky to
understand. The dry season had apparently
just ended and the “ITCZ” (Inter tropical
convergence zone) was right over Bamako,
bringing thunderstorms and interesting
wind. The other quirk was that the only
reasonable diversion airport – Mopti - was
a long way from Bamako. FAA allows
departure without an alternate if the weather
is forecast to be above certain minima at
destination so this would be important to us.
P 13 ►
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Instrument
JAA
Rating
Changes in the pipeline for 2006
By Anthony Mollison

T

he last 12 months has seen some
noticeable progress in the debate
about the requirements to obtain a JAR IR.
Progress has been achieved by the support
and input of a number of organisations
and persons, including Fergus Woods,
JAA Licensing Director, who spoke at our
Guernsey AGM last May, Pam Campbell of
IAOPA and, of course, PPL/IR Europe.
And why are we not discussing an EASA
IR rather than a JAA IR? The answer quite
simply is that the relevant section of EASA
(Licensing & Standards) only comes into
existence in 2007, and JAA currently holds
the responsibilities. The plan is for EASA to
take over all of what the JAA have produced
by that time e.g. JAR FCL 1, 2, 3, etc, and
move on (hopefully).
The main argument in favour of change,
and one that has prompted the JAA to act,
is that increased access to an IR would be a
positive move in the direction of safety e.g.
witness the number of accidents resulting
from ‘controlled flight into terrain’, together
with the JAA view ‘better a JAA IR rather
than a FAA IR’.
And to cut a long story short, the outcome
of several meetings of the Licensing Sectorial
Team (LST) convened by the JAA, and a lot
of work behind the scenes, is that by the end
of 2006, about a quarter of the theoretical
knowledge syllabus should have been shed,
and the proposal is that there should be
some welcome flexibility in the flying course
with the JAA (surprisingly) allowing 10
hours of an IMC towards the 50/55 hour IR
flying module.

Background & current proposals
First, may I get rid of one commonly-held
misconception – that there are two separate
entities: a JAR PPL IR and a JAR CPL/
ATPL IR. Not so.
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I can see where the confusion arises. The
issue gets complicated by the fact that the
budding airline pilot studies to pass ground
exams at ATPL level so that later, and with
a whole lot more training, he or she can fly a
two-crew Boeing 757 or similar aircraft.
However his or her initial IR flying
course and IR Test for an IR (single-crew)
are exactly the same as that for a PPL IR.
For the ground school, the IR syllabus
is embedded within the ATPL (or CPL)
theoretical knowledge.
This relates to one of the existing major
problems. When the JAA system was
implemented back in 1999, the very small
interest of the private pilot was largely
ignored and the IR theoretical knowledge
syllabus was developed as an after thought,
using the majority of the CPL/ATPL
syllabus. And the view appears to have been
‘If in doubt include it. After all, they are
sharing airline airspace and therefore should
demonstrate the same knowledge level as the
aspiring airline pilot’.
PPL/IR Europe has taken the view all
along that yes, we do want to share the
airspace and to have fair access to it but
no, we do not need all the knowledge that
an airline pilot requires - assuming for a
moment that he or she really does require all
the syllabus, which is huge, detailed and very
obscure in parts. I would challenge anyone,
who is not a professional at constructing
esoteric questions, to interpret the jargon of
the JAR so called ‘Learning Objectives’!
Further, there is only one full-blooded
JAR IR and that is the only one that PPL/IR
Europe wishes to access. Nevertheless the
requirements to obtain it must be more
relevant and realistic. As with the FAA IR,
the rating must be accessible to the ‘normal’
PPL. If a pilot needs particular knowledge or
training beyond this, it should be achieved
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by a later add-on e.g. a type rating or a High
Performance Aircraft (HPA) qualification.
With the current proposals, out of
the syllabus will go such items as airline
operations, much of the irrelevant law
section and aircraft systems and technical
matters where they are not appropriate.
What was really needed was for a bottom
upwards approach, with a 21st century IR
syllabus built according to the knowledge
required for flying IFR in European
Airspace. What is actually on the table is
a top downwards approach - a modestlypruned version of the old.
So, let me summarise the progress for
theoretical knowledge requirements and the
flying course.

Theoretical knowledge
Disappointing progress has been made with
the attempt to change the TK requirements.
I believe that about 20 - 25 % (only) of
the current syllabus is in line to be deleted.
It is not yet fully clear which topics will be
deleted, but it is certain that much of the Air
Law will go. There has been some delay in
agreeing all the detail, and it is now intended
that a proposal (Notice of Prior Amendment
- NPA) will be issued following the LST
meeting in April 2006. An NPA, available
for consultation on the JAA website www.
jaa.nl, will be issued, as for the flying below,
and will invite comments.
Unfortunately, the syllabus is likely to
remain too large and too theoretical.
In addition, PPL/IR Europe have
separately pushed the UK CAA for
simplification of the theoretical training
and examination process, including the
requirement to attend full-time ground
training and attend a CAA test centre,
normally Aviation House Gatwick, for
the exams themselves. These are national
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interpretations and the CAA say that they are not at
present (or for some time to come) in a position to
make changes, such as to remote electronic testing.

Flight training
A proposal was initially put forward from the UK
representatives that there should be a 10-hour Basic
Instrument Flight Module Training Course which
could be carried out prior to undertaking the full
course, but which would constitute part of the
course. This module would cover flying by sole
reference to instruments, including limited panel
and unusual attitudes.
The important point in the proposal is that 10
hours of the UK IMC Rating flying will be able to
fulfil this Basic Module, with certain provisions such
as the fact that the training will need to take place
at a Flight Training Organisation (i.e. a school that
does flight training for multi, CPL or IR) but not
at a Registered Facility. It is not yet clear whether
existing IMC holders, who have already completed
their IMC training at an FTO, will be allowed the
10 hours credit.
This proposal WAS ADOPTED by the LST,
despite the fact that the IMC Rating is unique to the
UK. An NPA is likely to be issued in the near future
and implementation may well be by the middle of
2006.
The proposal includes the following:
Up to five hours of this 10 hour module can be
done in any type of simulator, from a BITD (Basic
Instrument Training Device) to a full motion Flight
Simulator.
At the end of the 10 hours, a ‘Certificate of
Completion of Basic Instrument Flight Module’ will
be issued – there is no check or flight test to be done.
There do not appear to be any time limits set for
the Basic Module, so that in theory it could be done
well in advance of the rest of the flying detailed
below (although not too great a time gap would
seem preferable).
The remainder of the IR flying course, now
known as the Procedural Instrument Flight Module,
will be able to be combined with the Basic Module
or taken separately, either at the same organisation
or at another FTO (which needs specifically to be an
IR course-approved FTO).
The combined hours of the Basic and Procedural
Modules is the same as at present, normally 50 hours
for a single-engine IR and 55 for a multi-engine IR,
but there is clearly going to be greater flexibility and
some scope for reduced training costs.

TBMs to Timbuktu
continued from page 11
Since the routing from Grand Canaria over Morocco, Mauritania and Mali
was over the Sahara, and due to lack of radar would be procedural for separation,
we had to plan to fly at different levels. In addition, with no RVSM, the spacing
above FL280 had to be the old 2,000ft. We were first to launch, at 0815Z and
as it happened we got quickly cleared up to FL270 and we settled down into a
cruise across Morocco. With just over 1,000nm to Bamako and no need for a
large diversion reserve we were able to cruise at recommended power which gave
us a TAS of 290kts for a fuel burn of about 54gph – even at maximum weight
and with a rather high IOAT of -22. As the plane gets lighter, so the speed builds
up a few knots. We calculated a still air landing reserve of about 80 gallons. Wind
was an insignificant 20kt cross-wind, but up above us at FL320, TIMBUK FIVE
appeared to be catching up with us due to a 40kt tail wind. TIMBUK TWO
asked for a climb from FL250 to get up there, but was refused.
The fun started as we got to the edge of Moroccan airspace and Casablanca
handed us over to Dakar Control (in Senegal – about 500 miles away). The
radio reception was really terrible, and the position reporting, being procedural,
involved us giving estimates for five or six waypoints ahead. Dakar seemed a little
confused by six aircraft all in their airspace on the same route at roughly the same
time – but managed as well as they could. Normally the traffic they speak with
has HF radio. For a great deal of the next two hours the time was passed doing
various relays using a combination of 123.45 and Dakar’s VHF frequency 119.1
It was the first time I had done procedural en-route IFR since taking my radio
license back in the eighties.
The performance of our radios was a subject of much interest. At one stage
I could see I was only 25 miles from one of our group on the TCAS but could
not make radio contact, but was able to make contact with an aircraft almost
200 miles behind, who in turn could speak with the one near me! Very bizarre.
This seemed to be the case with both radios. All the time the GPS showed the
occasional sand airstrip and border road which were very easy to spot in the
otherwise almost featureless desert.

Mali
Nearing the border with Mali, near UNADO, I could not make contact at that
time with Bamako Control, but there were some very big CBs lurking about ahead
– directly on the route – clearly visible and also showing on radar and stormscope.
We decided to deviate slightly north round the build-ups and shortly afterwards
Bamako came through loud and clear – reporting the weather 10km visibility
with slight rain, overcast at 4700 ft broken at 2500 ft. Very odd for somewhere
that was supposed to be in the Sahara! We were asked to report 25 miles DME,
and to descend initially to FL60 for the VOR DME approach to Runway 24.
As we descended through the cloud, which seemed less than reported, we were
surprised by how green the whole place seemed.
In the next issue of Instrument Pilot, part two of Ray Anderson’s great
adventure.

Conclusion
Some progress overall, but it seems likely that we
shall have to wait until EASA is fully established
– towards the end of the decade – for a more radical
approach to change.
Anthony Mollison
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LETTERS
IFR flying in Europe - 1

I trust that you will understand where I am coming from with
these rather critical comments.
David M Abrahamson, MEMBER 712

I

write in relation to Peter Holy’s articles on IFR Flying in Europe
with two specific observations:
Firstly, when filing a flight plan there is sometimes a requirement
to specify a SID and/or STAR as part of the route. AIP Ireland
(duplicated in Jeppesen ATC Ireland-2), for example, indicates in
the section “Flight Plans for Dublin” that “For flight planning in
accordance with the IFPS, the initial and final route segments of
Item 15 for Dublin departures and arrivals should be completed in
accordance with the following tables:”
ROUTE - L975 (Liffy) SID - LIFFY 2E STAR - LIFFY 1R…etc
“Operators should note that the listed SIDs and STARs are for
flight planning purposes only. The SIDs and STARs contained in
ATC clearances may differ depending on runway in use and/or hold
in use.”
And secondly to point out that entering “RMK/IFPS REROUTE
ACCEPTED” in Item 18 may actually lead to major changes in the
routing even though the original flight plan as filed was acceptable
to the computer in Brussels.
For example, recently I was flying from Elstree to Dublin and
filed to route on airways via DTY, TNT and WAL with “IFPS
REROUTE ACCEPTED” specified on the flight plan. After
waiting on the ground for three hours for an active cold front to pass,
I verified with staff in the tower that my plan had been accepted
without change and subsequently departed for Dublin. After takeoff Luton instructed me to fly towards BNN and passed me over to
London who almost immediately asked me to climb and set course
for CPT. This was straight back towards the front, but when I
challenged them I was told that my approved routing was via BCN
and STU. It took quite some time before ATC were able to give me
an alternative off-airways clearance to the north- west so, with a
TAS of 180 knots, I had to endure several unpleasant minutes in the
front - and this not withstanding the three-hour self- imposed on the
ground delay to avoid it in the first place. I was unable to establish
where the breakdown in communications occurred. Bottom line: it
seems that “RMK/IFPS REROUTE ACCEPTED” may sometimes
be taken to mean what it says!
In relation to the second article, I am concerned with the nature
of some of Peter’s statements and the impact these may have on
inexperienced pilots. While I see the magazine carries a general
disclaimer, I believe your editorial should draw attention to
statements in articles that are of a dubious nature.
First off there is his statement “I’ve often picked up a few mm
of rime ice and my view is that rime ice is nothing to be afraid of
provided one has escape options”. The bottom line here is simple:
any form of ice is a hazard and should be avoided. I note that Peter
flies a low-wing aircraft and can therefore see fully the extent of rime
icing (and the absence of any clear ice forming behind it) - but he
cannot know the effect it has on his weight and balance, etc.
He also states “The Met Office Low Level forms 214 and 215 are
also good - even if 215 does (sic) tend to show a variety of weather
and one can take one’s pick! The European versions from Avbrief are
414/415.
The SigWX charts perform a similar function to 215, for Europe,
with the information very usefully limited to FL100-FL450.” This
suggests that he doesn’t know the source of forms 414/415 or that
they provide winds at 02/05/10/18, etc.
Finally there is his opinion that most IFR pilots don’t bother with
en-route NOTAMS”. The AIS web-site provides a handy way to
check en-route NOTAMS and I, for one, like to know what is going
on around me - even if ATC change my routing, etc.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Firstly, icing. To fully take on board David’s view would amount
to no flight in potential IMC (i.e. no flight under IFR under ATS
direction) at levels above 0C. I can’t argue with that as a safe policy.
However it would put a stop to most IFR flight in N Europe, in all
aircraft whose operating ceiling is below about 25000ft.
One could relax this policy somewhat and insist that the aircraft
must be certified for known ice. But what does that actually mean?
No aircraft is able to fly in actual icing conditions indefinitely; de-ice
equipment merely gives you a bit of time while being assured that the
control surfaces, the stall warner, etc, will continue to work. Even a
747 would eventually plummet due to airframe icing if it remained in
constant icing conditions and the crew did nothing about it.
David writes “any form of ice is a hazard and should be avoided”.
How can this be done? One can be in IMC, ice-free, for 1 hour, and
then one can pick up two millimetres of rime ice within one minute, then
nothing more after that. This isn’t an emergency; it was expected and one
needs to watch it. If it gets worse then the escape options come in.
Therefore, the way to deal with icing is by always having an escape
route. The simple one is to be able to descend to below the freezing level
without descending below the MSA (or breaching prohibited airspace,
etc). Another is to climb on top; for obvious reasons this option is best
exercised before entry into IMC (which might be a FL160-flightplanned flight, with oxygen, and this option won’t be available in a
Cessna 152!). Remaining options are unattractive, which is why I would
scrap a flight if the 0˚C level is below the MSA and there is no clear data
on the layer thickness.
The question is when to exercise the escape route. Perhaps David is
suggesting exercising it instantly any ice is seen. However I cannot see
that any IFR capable aircraft is going to have a problem with say five
millimetres of ice, rime or clear. Much more than this has been picked
up by many pilots, yet ice doesn’t feature significantly in GA accident
reports, CAA or (the much bigger) FAA. Ice will increase the stall speed
so one’s approach speed needs to be increased, but then that’s why it’s
essential to plan with the option to descend into a warmer temperature
- the ice should melt before landing.
As for the effect on W&B, I would think that one is going to noticeably
lose engine power (absent a de-iced prop), and lose lift and - in an
extreme case - pitch control, long before getting outside the W&B
envelope, on any proper IFR aircraft which was correctly loaded in the
first place.
On en-route NOTAMs: I didn’t say one should not get en-route
NOTAMs. I merely observed that most IFR pilots probably don’t. One
has to get the NOTAMs for the aerodromes anyway, for obvious reasons.
Therefore, one may as well get the full Narrow Route Briefing for the
flight planned route. One just needs to realise that the route that will be
flown, wholly under ATS direction, will very likely be so far away from
the filed one that the en route NOTAMs won’t as useful as might be
expected.
I am aware that my views or suggestions may have an inappropriate
impact on inexperienced pilots, but I feel such an observation would be
more effectively addressed to the flight training industry. It’s entirely
possible for a pilot to come out with an IMC Rating or an IR, not
knowing how to file an IFR flight plan, not knowing where to access
modern weather data sources, and not knowing the capability (and
legality) of the aircraft which is available to him on self fly hire.
Peter Holy, MEMBER 705
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LETTERS
IFR flying in Europe - 2
Narrow Route Briefing

First of all I would like to
thank your contributor Peter
Holy for bringing the AIS
website to the attention of your
readership and reinforcing the
message about the necessity of
pre-flight briefings.
It is suggested in the article
that the briefing facility does
not support airway references
within a route. This is not the
case, and below is an example.
We are currently compiling a
more definitive user guide to
cover this subject.
The brief below is an
example of an IFR flight from
Bristol to Teesside at FL170.
This flight is joining Airway
L9 at MALBY and leaving
at KENET; it is then joining
N601 at LESTA and leaving
20nm South of NEW.
David Smith
Aeronautical Information
Service
UK National Air Traffic
Services Ltd

Self briefing Notam facility from www.air.org.uk

SBS-1 no competition to Marconi
Alain Toogood’s review of the SBS-1 in IP#52 is
too good to be true (ahem, sorry).
It suffers the same misconception
as many other reviews, fuelled by
the cleverly worded marketing
material that says “the software
allows you to track and display
Mode S and ADSB equipped
aircraft in real time”.
The SBS-1 will display
Mode S aircraft that squitter
their position as part of the
1090ES downlink parameters. In
other words at present it will display
those aircraft with Enhanced Mode
S fits. You should notice that Elementary
Mode S does not get displayed. Until
Enhanced Mode S is mandatory for Johnny Neophyte
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on his solo cross country, the instructor is going to
have to continue to look out of the window to
work out that he’s heading in the wrong
direction!
(I believe it would be technically
possible for a GNS430 etc. +
GTX330 etc. to be configured
to squitter position, but the
TGL do not currently permit
that for Elementary Mode S.)
I think the SBS-1, even with
that limitation, is a splendid
little innovation. We just need
to be realistic about its capabilities,
which will, no doubt, broaden as
Europe moves towards ADS-B on
1090ES.
Julian Scarfe, MEMBER 162
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EUROSTUFF 53
By
Jeppe Sørensen

Galileo satellite navigation
into the test phase

A

satellite, known as Giove-A, was launched into space on the
28th of December from Baikonur, Kazakhstan, on a Soyuz
rocket. The event was heavily covered in the media with films,
pictures and interviews explaining to us that the Galileo satellite
navigation system was a future seventh wonder. Even the BBC
reported only the bright sides of the project though I often trust
this source to look at both sides of the coin in most instances.
“Although the Galileo system is going to cost 3-4bn euros in
total, in a number of years’ time the total market for satellitenavigation services and equipment is going to be 300bn on an
annual basis.” said Paul Verhoef, of the European Commission.
On the other hand the project was in a critical financial
condition just a few months ago and is running on stop-gap
budgets, so there must be more to this story than the news
coverage.

GPS signals and providing correction data and an instantaneous
warning via geostationary satellite and data link should GPS
signals be degrade or unreliable.
The EU view is that it cannot rely on GPS for reasons of
availability and reliability of the signals and that having its own
GNSS civilian system with a performance guarantee is essential
to its economic and infrastructure development.
The organisational set-up of the Galileo project is quite
complicated and very European. The Galileo Joint Undertaking
is a body set up to organise the funding, the business plan
and the risk sharing arrangements. It is of course based in
Brussels and has ESA and the EU Commission organisations as
main members and thus all European countries take part and
contribute.
The four big contributors to Galileo are the UK, Germany,
France and Italy. This autumn Germany blocked the release of
finances to the project because it wanted more orders for the
German industry and the head quarter located in Munich. So
the project continues on stop-gap budgets.
The present phase is the development and validation phase and
the Giove-A has the task of claiming the frequencies allocated to
Galileo under international agreements and performing a range
of tests on the signal techniques. Giove-A was built in Guildford,
Surrey, by Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL), a
company with about 200 employees that has become a world
leader in producing small satellites. So BBC has a reason to be
positive.
The next phase will be the IOV (In Orbit Validation) phase
with a budget of approx. € 1.5 billion is co-funded by the EU
and ESA. The FOC (Full Operational Capability) is estimated at
more than € 2 billion should bring 30 GALILEO satellites into
orbit and the system operational by 2011.
Major European space companies have joined into groups
notably the Galileo Industries. Whether there are other serious
bidders is an open question.

The bright and gloomy sides of Galileo

The Galileo project
The community of pilots have been active users of Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) since the fist GPS receivers
became available. We have seen the transition from before
GPS technology to the present day wonders that has brought
advanced navigation features and related applications to even
small GA aircraft.
GPS was designed as a military system, but the US has now
pledged to maintain the full capability, free, open service signals
and will give six years notice of any change to this position. The
civilian spin-off has been beyond any ones imagination, but
the US could degrade or jam the services should it judge that
necessary for its security.
Apart from this fact the major deficiency affecting the civil
aviation sector is reliability. The USA’s Wide Area Augmentation
System (WAAS) and the EU’s European Geostationary
Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS) are designed to overcome
these deficiencies by monitoring the accuracy and quality of the
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The Galileo system is technically an improved version of
the GPS system and it is said to be relatively simple to build
navigation receivers using both systems at the same time. Thus
the users will have a more reliable system. To the user the
Galileo system can be seen as an insurance policy. The GPS
system has been so successful that the thought of it being turned
off is scary.
The US plans to upgrade the GPS with new frequencies and
improved signals so the technology is upgraded too and Galileo
might not be as much better as the news cast tells us.
The Galileo system will offer five different services, but it is
not clear how this will come down to actual services to the users
and how much the users will have to pay for the commercial
services. The financing of further project phases is an open
question too. It is foreseen that a major part will come from the
industry, but how this will work out is difficult to see.
The claim of a market of €300 billion and 140.000 new jobs
because of Galileo is hard to believe.
In the end the Galileo project seem to be politically motivated.
I think most users would like the insurance policy but are
sceptical towards the financing and the costs. Many European
countries have seen big projects like these ending up by being
paid by the taxpayers. The media event at launch of Giove-A was
so massive that it looked more like propaganda.
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EUROSTUFF 53
Terrain on your Garmin GPS

The soul and spirit of Galileo

Garmin Europe has announced availability of the TERRAIN
feature in the 400/500 series GPSs. The aircraft position and
height is shown on a topological map and you get the main
features of ground proximity system as part of the GPS box.
The second slot is used for a new datacard (132 Mb) containing
the base map (coastlines, roads etc.) and the topological map.
New Garmin 430, 530 and other 400/500 series boxes have this
feature. Older boxes can be upgraded.
The topological map should also show masts and high
building though these obstacles is not part of the European area
map right now.

Galileo Galilei was instrumental freeing science from religious
chains and establishing the foundations for Newton’s work.
This again led to the revolution of science and industry which
in a way is the precondition for rockets and other modern day
technology. Galileo has been dead for almost 400 years and has
no say in using his name for a project that is a matter of prestige.

Artex 406 MHz ELT gets ETSO

EGNOS testing too

Artex has introduced a new 406 MHz ELT for General Aviation
at an attractive price. The model called ME-406 transmits on
frequencies 121.5MHz and 406MHz but not on 243MHz like
older ELTs used to do. The 243MHz frequency was dropped
from the FAA TSO (Technical Standard Order) because it is
only a military frequency and it is not used much any more.
The ETSO (EASA TSO) specification for ELTs is one of the
few that differ from the equivalent FAA TSO. It includes the
requirement for 243 Mhz but EASA decided to grant an ETSO
to Artex for the ME-406 anyway.
Many manufacturers will not apply for an ETSO because of
such differences and added cost. This questions the rationale
for having ETSOs? Are ETSOs that differ from TSOs better or
is this just a left over from JAA where some national authority
would differ and this had to go into the JAA system? And why
should manufacturers have to pay EASA when the majority of
ETSOs are just a word for word copy of the equivalent TSO?
Was the ETSO part of a JAA vision to become a European FAA?
EASA ought to take a fresh look at the ETSO issue.

Diagram: ESA
EGNOS started initial operations in 2005. By early 2006
operational stability is expected to be reached. In early 2007,
the EGNOS Safety-of Life Service will be declared available
following the certification process.
EGNOS plan to broadcast messages on the accuracy and
availability of GPS signals via geostationary satellites but the
messages will initially be available via the Internet.
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Due to commercial and personal commitments to aviation,
Jeppe has decided to step down as our Eurostuff correspondent
but will still continue with his Executive Committee
contributions as an avionics specialist. On behalf of our
members we thank him for his original and insightful
contributions to the magazine over the past eighteen months.
This does mean that we have a vacancy for a Eurostuff
contributor – see page 18 for details. - Ed.
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Pilots’ Talk
continued from page 9
power system and inspection of the Integrated Drive Generator
feeder connectors located in the engine pylons. These tests did not
reveal any anomalies.
The No 1 Generator Control Unit and a number of other
components were removed for investigation, including all three
Display Management Computers, the No 2 System Data Acquisition
Concentrator unit and the No 2 Flight Warning Computer. The
aircraft was returned to service and has continued in operation
without any further reports of similar malfunctions.

In summary: The flight crew lost all of the primary flight
instrument displays and used both the visual and stand-by horizons
for attitude reference. The stand-by horizon, which was un-powered,
would only have been available for five minutes. The AAIB is
investigating this incident with the cooperation of the aircraft
manufacturer and the operator. Full report at http://www.aaib.gov.
uk/cms_resources/Special%20S2-2005%20G-EUOB.pdf
(David Bruford)

CAA Safety Evenings
Date

Area/airfield

Location

Organiser

Phone

09/02/2006

Nottingham Tollerton

Truman Clubroom on airfield

Simon Smith

0115 9815050

27/02/2006

Halton

Kermode Hall

Sarah Purchase

07739 027779

01/03/2006

White Waltham

West London Aero Club

David Coe

01628 823272

02/03/2006

Humberside

venue to be confirmed

Mel Stewart

01652 688833

06/03/2006

East Midlands

venue to be confirmed

Gill Neilson

01332 850383

08/03/2006

Denham

Heli Air hangar

Neil Jeffers

01895 835899

16/03/2006

RAF Coltishall

Training & Development Flight

Sqn Ldr Gus Cabre

01603 267241

20/03/2006

Middle Wallop

Museum of Army Flying

John Davis

01264 772711

21/03/2006

Eggesford

(Fox & Hounds)

Nigel Skinner

01363 83746

22/03/2006

Perranporth

Clubhouse

Peter Rassmussen

01872 552266

23/03/2006

Dunkeswell

Airfield restaurant

Mr Proctor

01404 891643

27/03/2006

Shoreham

Aerodrome Terminal Conference Room

Paul Crosskey

01273 455177

29/03/2006

North Weald

The Squadron

Alan Crouchman

01992524510

30/03/2006

Earls Colne

venue to be confirmed

Bill Cameron

01787223676

03/04/2006

Edinburgh city

RAF Club, 11Hillside crescent off London Road Iain Gibson

0131 339 2351

04/04/2006

Newcastle

Northumbria Aero Club

Neil Clark

0191 2861321

05/04/2006

Fishburn

venue to be confirmed

Richard Pybus

0191 3832948

06/04/2006

Breighton

Clubhouse

Brian Brown

01757 289065

WANTED!

A PPL/IR Europe member with an interest in European aviation developments and the willingness to
donate just a few hours a month to write the Eurostuff column for Instrument Pilot. Regular press releases and suitable material is
forwarded by the editor, it’s just a matter of researching and compiling the interesting stuff. If you are interested please ring David
Bruford on +44 (0)1823 461 310 or email him at editor@pplir.org

WANTED!

PPL/IR Europe members to represent our organisation in France, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands and
Switzerland with the enthusiasm to take on the very low workload of representing us in your country and reporting any of your
country’s developments to the Executive Committee. If you might be interested and want full details of what the job entails please
ring Paul Draper on +44 (0)1962 85 6000 or email him at chairman@pplir.org

Instrument Pilot
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For reports on meetings, conferences and other activities attended in the last 12 months by
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PPL/IR Europe is open
to any pilot interested
in the operation of light
aircraft under IFR in
Europe. The annual
subscription is GBP45
and more details are
available from the
Membership Secretary.
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IFR flying in Europe
continued from page 7

Overhead joins are popular here!

Oxygen

“

There is
a new
chunk
of
context
to learn,
and you
have to
be
quick,
because
every
other
pilot on
the
radio
says the
same
things
several
times a
day

Oxygen is desirable; I find that it keeps me more awake
at FL100 and makes a big difference at FL120. A lot of
people get headaches or blurred vision at FL120, without
necessarily realising the cause. Even at FL080, where
most pilots would claim (probably optimistically) to be
completely unaffected, oxygen keeps one’s mind sharp, and
the required flow rate is very low.
At FL120 one is likely to spend a lot less time sitting
in cloud than at FL080, especially in the summer when
the tops are higher. Even in the summer, the icing level is
unlikely to be above FL100 (in Northern Europe) so the
extra height capability is very handy. In stratiform cloud,
icing happens a lot less often than one would expect from
purely being in IMC at below 0˚c but if you do it for a
few hours, icing is a virtual certainty and one has to do
something about it within minutes. I have a de-iced (TKS)
propeller so prop icing is a non-issue (as is windshield icing,
due to the amount of TKS fluid ending up all over it) but
a few mm of rime ice on the wings is enough for me and it
shows up as a ~ 5kt loss of speed!
So this is another flight planning issue; with two people
and say 4 hours each way, one will use up a pretty big bottle
at FL120+. Very few European airports are geared up for
refilling portable bottles; if oxygen is available the threaded
fittings tend to be for pressurised aircraft (where oxygen is
used only in emergency) and filling up portable bottles is
a huge hassle and like anything in aviation where they can
smell money it can be very expensive (I once paid £75).
Eventually I got sick of the hassle and now I rent the biggest
available welding oxygen bottle from a local British Oxygen
gas dealer; it costs relative peanuts at £90/year rent and £18
for a swap/refill. I can get 10-20 refills from this bottle. If
I was doing this again, I would buy a bigger bottle for the
aircraft. More info on portable oxygen kits at:
www.peter2000.co.uk/aviation/oxygen.html.

Anyone know what the MSA is around here?

because I very often fly with non-flying passengers and in
every case of me not understanding something, they didn’t
catch it either. Non-UK ATCOs occasionally speak poor
English which makes things worse.
Most VFR pilots do very few hours and many are
struggling with decrepit aircraft fitted with decrepit
equipment and radios. So, any pilot with a few hundred
recent hours will find that his own radio procedure is better
than most of what he hears from others on the air.
With airways flying, you are back to square one! There is
a new chunk of context to learn, and you have to be quick,
because every other pilot on the radio says the same things
several times a day, all their working life. ATC gives you
about 5 seconds to read back an instruction and if you don’t
they will remind you.
When changing to a new frequency you officially have
two minutes before calling the new unit and it’s best to
get everything sorted out and, as with any flying situation,
know what to say before making the radio call. The
information that needs to be passed on the initial call is
only the callsign and the level, or the heading (to nearest 10
degrees). In UK IFR flight outside CAS but under a radar
service, on a handover to a new radar unit, one passes the
callsign and the squawk.
My estimate is 30-50 hours of flying to get up to speed on
the language and what to expect most of the time - about
the same as the original PPL.
European IFR flying is really easy 99% of the time
- probably less stressful than VFR flying outside the UK
because with VFR one spends several
hours with the charts all over the floor,
stuck together with bits of tape, crawling
all over them to find routes, getting
NOTAMs, and then hoping for transit
clearances through CAS which are
sometimes not given. Not to mention
having to keep officially clear of cloud...
The other 1% of the time, IFR is relative
panic, trying to find some waypoint especially if they have given the name of
the place rather than the ID of the navaid.
It’s a good idea to immediately ask them
to spell anything that isn’t clear. The
spelling uses the aviation alphabet:
ALPHA, BRAVO... ZULU.
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Other stuff
There is a new “language” to learn. When learning to fly,
one can hear it but one cannot understand much of it.
Eventually, as with any other spoken language, one knows
what to expect from the context and that is how language
works (which is why it’s so hard to make a machine convert
speech to text). ATC-speak is clearly highly context sensitive
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